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� Household consumption behaviors are simulated in housing relocation policies.
� Relocation subsidy policy contributes to more demand of general goods and land.
� Energy increases in most scenarios with the subsidy policy.
� Suburban residence taxation policy alone reduces energy.
� Less car trips and land, and shorter trip time contributes to less energy use.
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This study investigates the effect of housing relocation policies on energy consumption by simulating
household relocation choice behaviors and consumption behaviors. Energy consumption is estimated
based on consumption behaviors. Three types of policy are analyzed: the relocation subsidy policy, the
suburban residence taxation policy, and the combination of subsidy and taxation policy. The results show
that all policies have influence on housing relocation choice and consumption behaviors. The number of
households in a given area would increase by two percent under the relocation subsidy policy. However,
this type of policy contributes to greater demand of general goods, land, and more energy consumption.
A suburban residence taxation policy shows very limited effect on housing relocation choice behaviors,
with only a 0.1% increase of households in the designated area. However, this policy shows strong effect
on energy reduction due to shorter trip time and less demand of car trips and land. A combination of sub-
sidy policy and suburban residence taxation policy attracts 2.2% of households move to the city center
area. Energy consumption increases as consumption of general goods increases.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The magnitude and speed of urban growth have made urban
development a crucial element affecting the long-term outlook of
civilization. Along with climate change and energy security, issues
such as the growth of cities in developing countries and the depop-
ulation of central areas in cities have become serious concerns.
Significant shifts of land use and travel behaviors in cities have
been noticed in recent decades. Increasing income and vehicle
ownership have made it possible for many families to find housing
in suburban areas and travel longer distances, resulting in less
transit usage and the decentralization of metropolitan areas [1].

A global urban renovation process of radically transforming
low-density urban zones has been started because there is an
argument that efficient land use and land preservation are environ-
mentally sensitive strategies. The pattern of lower-density devel-
opment has been gradually substituted by compact development,
which reduces costs through more efficient use of land and infras-
tructure. Strategies that lead to compact development have gener-
ated considerable research interest. Because one of the widely
discussed aspects of compact development in the context of urban
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sustainability relates to urban structure, or urban form [2,3], many
studies recommend a compact urban structure [4–6]. The structure
encourages high density, mixed land use, efficient public transport
systems, and dimensions that encourage walking and cycling [4]. It
is believed that less private car dependency and the preservation of
green fields and arable land are two major benefits of a compact
urban structure. Lower residential energy requirements could be
expected in the more compact urban structures, as densely settled
areas have more shared walls, smaller living space per capita and,
potentially, more efficient heating technology, such as district
heating or natural gas [7,8].

The term ‘urban structure’ covers aspects of density, geometric
shape, land use (residential, industrial), and infrastructure (road,
rail, waterway), with implications for indicators such as density,
fragmentation and accessibility [9]. Researchers search for the
proper index to represent the compact urban structure. Although
more complex land use index would be desirable, they are very
complicated to build. Land use index is mostly feasible for intra-
city research and is rarely used in comparative studies. Population
density can serve as a useful indicator of urban structure [8]. As the
influence of land use and economic activities could be reflected by
the population distribution, literature focuses on the analysis of
population distribution to address the problem of compact devel-
opment. The link between population density and household
energy consumption has been supported by various urban energy
studies, which have highlighted the importance of high population
density as a factor to reduce transport energy consumption [10].

There is a wide spectrum of research which analyzes the strate-
gies for population distribution toward compact development.
Broadly speaking, two major streams of studies are identified.
The first stream of literature estimates the initiative movement
of populations by exploring effects of policies or projects on popu-
lation distribution by housing location modeling. Factors that
influence housing location choice have been verified and models
have been built to forecast housing locations. Modeling behaviors
of residential location choice is a primary population distribution
concern for urban planners, policymakers, and researchers. Resi-
dential location modeling can be traced back to the land use mod-
eling by Von Thunen [11]. He explained the effect of transport costs
on activity locations and the land market in an agricultural region.
Alonso applied this model in a monocentric city and found that
households choose their residential location by maximizing a util-
ity function depending on their goods expenditures, land lot size,
and distance to the city center [12]. Studies afterward described
residential location choice by introducing the discrete modeling
framework [13,14]. This framework quantifies the impact of differ-
ent residential location characteristics and their interactions with
household characteristics. The preferences toward residential loca-
tions are sensitive to socioeconomic characteristics such as educa-
tional attainment, income, household tenure (rent or own),
important life events (particularly childbirth), attitudes and envi-
ronmental awareness [15,16]. With detailed specification of loca-
tion characteristics and housing units, households make the
decision to choose the alternative that provides highest utility
from a set of mutually exclusive alternatives.

The second stream of studies analyzes population movement
directions by investigating household housing location history. Lit-
erature pays more attention on surveys to investigate residents’
attitudes toward housing location [17,18]. By analyzing the behav-
iors of residents who moved into high-density residential environ-
ments in the central area of Dublin, Howley found that most
residents prefer lower-density locations, which call for more efforts
toward the long-term success of urban intensification [19]. Using a
large-scale household survey and aggregated census data from
Beijing, Wu et al. developed a framework to empirically measure
the relative impact of location characteristics versus individual
characteristics in determining households’ residential location
choices. The accessibility of local public goods was found to be sig-
nificant in determining households’ location choices [20]. Torres
et al. designed a stated-choice (SC) experiment to investigate the
locational preferences of residents in Central Business District
(CBD) in Santiago de Chile. Higher willingness to pay for accessibil-
ity and cleanliness of the neighborhood, and a lower valuation for
attributes related to recreation (i.e., gym and pool or cultural ser-
vices) were found [21]. Drawing upon a stated-preference survey
in theWasatch Front region in Utah, Liao et al. identified significant
heterogeneity in residential location preferences over compact,
walkable and transit-friendly neighborhoods. Compact develop-
ment is highly accepted among families with fewer school-age chil-
dren, low-income and renter-occupied households, and those who
appreciate social heterogeneity and have less desire for privacy [22].

Previous studies performed deep investigations of residents’
housing location behaviors. Initial attempts to estimate population
relocation focus on identifying the factors of housing relocation and
populationmovement. Themethodology and findings are useful for
forecasting the population distribution under various policies.
However, most work payed attention only to residential location
behaviors, without considering the environmental outcome of
behaviors. The effect of compact development policy on consump-
tion behaviors of residents and energy consumption is often
neglected or considered individually in previous literatures. Aiming
for compact and sustainable development, it is important to ana-
lyze not only the housing location but also the environmental out-
come, such as energy consumption and greenhouse gas emission
[23–25]. Because the goal of compact development is to preserve
arable land and to reduce energy consumption and thus pollution,
there remains a need for an efficient method to analyze not only
residential location choice but also energy consumption behaviors.

Increasing attention has been focused on analyzing the choice
of household location in certain zones and estimating energy con-
sumption [26–30]. Despite efforts have been made to analyze the
energy consumption in housing sector, few researchers have
addressed the effect of housing location choice behavior on house-
hold energy consumption from a microeconomic viewpoint. Rais-
ing awareness of these concepts in academic studies at the micro
level is crucial for providing advice to successful policy making
to encourage compact development and reduction of energy con-
sumption of the city.

This paper aims to investigate households0 reactions to compact
development policy by simulating housing location choice and
consumption behaviors of residents. A scheme is introduced to
forecast household energy use based on consumption behaviors.
Using a modeling approach, the paper simulates the influence of
three types of relocation policies on residential location choice
and consumption behaviors. Subsidy policy is introduced as a pos-
itive strategy for giving subsidy to households who relocate in cer-
tain zones. Taxation policy is introduced as a negative strategy for
households who live outside of designed zones. Additionally, a
joint policy that combines subsidy and taxation is also analyzed.
A comparative analysis is conducted for comparing the energy
results of three types of policy scenarios to give suggestions for
energy saving toward compact development in Kumamoto.
2. Methods and data sources

Facing environmental problems, the Kumamoto municipal gov-
ernment plans for compact development. Decreasing and ageing
population and urban sprawl are main challenges. Kumamoto city
will lose more than ten thousand people every five years after
2020. The ratio of elders (older than 65) will increase from 18.7%
in 2005 to 29.7% in 2030. Meanwhile, Kumamoto is experiencing
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a process of urban sprawl. Considering the above challenges,
Kumamoto city tries to promote compact development through
relocation subsidy policies, which aim to attracting citizens mov-
ing from suburban area to the central urban area. This type of
polices has been implemented in Japanese cities such as Toyama,
Gifu, Kanazawa, and Takayama. A maximum of 10,000 yen of rent
subsidy will be given to households who move to the designated
zones for three years in Toyama, compared to a maximum of
20,000 yen per month in Gifu. In Kanazawa and Takaoka, house-
holds who buy houses located in the designated zones will receive
a grant subsidy of up to 2,000,000 yen and 1,000,000 yen, respec-
tively. As in other cities in Japan, the Kumamoto local government
would like to be involved in residential housing to internalize the
external effect of compact city policies.

To investigate the effect of relocation subsidy policies on
residential location choice behaviors and consumption behaviors
in Kumamoto, three key points must be addressed in this study:
(1) the influence on residential location choice; (2) the influence
on consumption behaviors; and (3) the influence on energy
consumption. Based on these points, the content in this section is
organized as five parts: (1) to introduce relocation policy scenarios
in Kumamoto, (2) to build a residential relocation choice model, (3)
to construct a model to estimate consumption behaviors and
demand for goods, (4) to build a function for calculating energy
consumption, and (5) to explain the data and data sources.

2.1. Relocation policy scenarios in Kumamoto

Three types of relocation policies are analyzed, naming
relocation subsidy policy, suburban residence taxation policy,
and relocation subsidy plus suburban residence taxation policy.

2.1.1. Relocation subsidy policy
Relocation subsidy policy is a type of policy that government

provides subsidy to the household who relocate their home in
the designated area. The subsidy is paid only for the households
who relocate to the target zones from other zones. Two strategies
are considered for household relocation. The first strategy is called
P1-A, in which the households are encouraged to move into zones
located around transit centers or living centers with dense popula-
tions and high public service accessibility. The second strategy is
called P1-B, in which the households are supposed to relocate to
a circle with a radius of 4 km from the city center. Two subsidy
levels are set at 10,000 yen/month (333 yen/day) and 5000 yen/
month (166 yen/day). Based on the relocation place strategies
and subsidy amounts, four scenarios are established: P1-A-10000,
P1-A-5000, P1-B-10000, and P1-B-5000. In scenario of P1-A-
10000, one household receive 10,000 yen per month as the subsidy
if they move into zones indicated in P1-A. The policy of P1-A-5000
indicates that one household receives subsidy of 5000 yen/month
when they relocate to the zones in the P1-A case. P1-B-10000 sug-
gests that 10,000 yen is given to a household each month if they
relocate to a home in designated zones of P1-B. In the case of P1-
B-5000, 5000 yen is provided if one household relocates the home
to the zones for P1-B.

2.1.2. Suburban residence taxation policy
This type of policy influences the location decision in a negative

way. Tax is collected from households who live in the withdrawal
area, which is designated by the government. Suggested by the tax
policy in the existing literature by Ujihara et al. [31], 10% of the
land rent is taxed as an extra cost of staying.

2.1.3. Relocation subsidy plus suburban residence taxation policy
This policy considers both a positive relocation subsidy and the

negative taxation of suburban residence. Four types of polices are
included. The combination of policy P1-A-10000 and suburban res-
idence taxation policy is called P3-A-10000, while the combination
of P1-A-5000 and the suburban residence taxation policy is called
P3-A-5000. P3-B-10000 indicates the P1-B-10000 policy combined
with the suburban residence taxation policy. P3-B-5000 indicates
the P1-B-5000 policy combined with the suburban residence taxa-
tion policy.

2.2. Residential relocation choice model

Households are assumed to make their home relocation deci-
sions based on the utility level in different zones. A logit model
is used to forecast the possibility of home relocation based on
the utility (Eq. (1)).

h�
ji ¼ hj � expðui þ piÞP

k expðuk þ pkÞ ð1Þ

h⁄ji indicates the number of households which move from zone j to
zone i. hj is the number of households in zone j. ui is the individual
utility level in zone i, which is determined by the consumption of
goods. pi is an index variable that reflect the accessibility of the
zone. It is determined by the number of clinics per unit area (num-
ber/km2), number of shops (number/km2), number of supermarkets
(number/km2), and central commercial district dummy value (take
1 if the zone is within central commercial district, otherwise take 0).
The relocation cost of moving from zone i to zone j is assumed to be
the same regardless of the distance between zones.

2.3. Model to estimate consumption behaviors and demand for goods

2.3.1. Assumptions
The model used in this study is supposed be a ‘‘closed-city”

model, which is characterized by a fixed population of urban resi-
dents who maximize the utility by consuming goods subject to a
budget constraint. There is no import and export with outside
world. Utility is closely related to consumption behaviors, which
is a representation of preferences for goods and services. People
are assumed to make consumption decisions based on their prefer-
ences for different goods, the cost of goods, and their budget con-
straints (income) to maximize the utility. The following
assumptions are vital to developing the model to estimate con-
sumption behaviors based on utility: (1) the ‘‘representative
household” in each zone is assumed to consume two types of
goods: composite goods and general goods. General goods are all
goods except transport goods and land. (2) Composite goods
include transport goods and land. The demand for composite goods
is a function of demand of transport goods and land. (3) It is
assumed that transport goods include not only commuter trips
by car and public transport but also car and pedestrian trips for
everyday life, such as shopping, going to hospitals, and recreation.
(4) The demand for land is reflected by the living space of residen-
tial households. (5) Utility is a function of the demand for compos-
ite goods and general goods. (6) The ‘‘representative household”
spends all of its income on the consumption of goods. No saving
is assumed. (7) The demand for goods in reality equals the demand
for goods at maximum utility.

2.3.2. Constant Elasticity of Substitution functions based on
consumption behaviors

A four-stage CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) function is
used to express utility. The nested structure is shown in Fig. 1. Five
CES functions are developed to reflect the relationship between
goods at four stages (Eqs. (2–6)). At the first stage, the household
utility level at zone i indicated as ui is determined by the consump-
tion of composite goods and general goods (Eq. (2)). All variables in
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Fig. 1. The nested structure of the utility function.
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this paragraph explain the household demand per day in zone i.
The demand of composite goods and general goods are express
by variables of xAi and xGi, respectively. At the second stage, com-
posite goods include land and transport goods (Eq. (3)). xLi is the
demand of land and xTi is the demand of transport goods. At third
stage, transport goods are classified as everyday life trips and com-
muter trips according to the purpose of the trips (Eq. (4)). Everyday
life trips include car trips and pedestrian trips for shopping and
recreation. Commuter trips are trips for working, schooling, return-
ing home, and business. The demand of everyday life trips and
commuter trips are indicated by variables of xPi and xOi, respec-
tively. At the fourth stage, different traffic mode share is shown.
Eq. (5) shows the share relationship between the demand of car
trips (xC1i) and walking trips (xWi) for everyday life trips. Eq. (6)
shows the share relationship between the demand of car trips
(xC2i) and public transport trips (xMi) for commuter trips.

uiðxGi; xaiÞ ¼ aGx
ðr1�1Þ=r1
Gi þ aAx

ðr1�1Þ=r1
Ai

n or1=ðr1�1Þ
ð2Þ

xAiðxLi; xTiÞ ¼ aLx
ðr2�1Þ=r2
Li þ aTx

ðr2�1Þ=r2
Ti

n or2=ðr2�1Þ
ð3Þ

xTiðxPi; xOiÞ ¼ aPx
ðr3�1Þ=r3
Pi þ aOx

ðr3�1Þ=r3
Oi

n or3=ðr3�1Þ
ð4Þ

xPiðxC1i; xWiÞ ¼ aC1x
ðr4p�1Þ=r4p
C1i þ aWxðr4p�1Þ=r4p

Wi

n or4p=ðr4p�1Þ
ð5Þ

xOiðxC2i; xMiÞ ¼ aC2x
ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
C2i þ aMx

ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
Mi

n or4O=ðr4O�1Þ
ð6Þ

r1, r2, r3, r4P, and r4O are the elasticity of substitution between
two types of goods at the first, second, third, and fourth stages,
respectively. aG and aA are the share parameters, indicating the
composite goods and general goods expenditures as a share of total
income. aL and aT are the expenditure share of land and transport
goods to the total expenditure of composite goods respectively. aP
and aO are the expenditures share of everyday trips and commuter
trips to the total expenditure of transport goods. aC1 and aW are the
expenditure share of car trips and walking trips to the expenditure
of everyday trips. aC2 and aM are the parameters that explain the
expenditure share of car trips and public transport trips to the total
expenditure of commuter trips.

2.3.3. Demand for goods
Five maximization problems should be solved at four stages to

forecast the demand of goods at maximum utility. At the fourth
stage, the demand of everyday trips and commuter trips is deter-
mined by solving two maximization problems (Eqs. (7) and (8))
under the constraint of transport budgets for commuter and every-
day trips. At the third stage, the demand of total trips is deter-
mined by the solutions to the maximization problem of Eq. (9)
under the transport goods budget constraint. At the second stage,
the demand of composite goods is determined by the optimal solu-
tions of the maximization problem as Eq. (10) for transport goods
and land under the composite goods budget constraint. At the first
stage, the utility is determined by the optimal solutions of the
maximization problem as Eq. (11) for composite goods and general
goods under the income constraint. The detailed information for
solving five maximization problems is shown in Appendix A.

max
fxC2i ;xMig

xOi ¼ aC2x
ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
C2i þ aMx

ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
Mi

n or4O=ðr4O�1Þ

s:t: pC2ixC2i þ pMixMi 6 I4Oi
ð7Þ

max
fxC1i ;xWig

xPi ¼ aC1x
ðr4P�1Þ=r4P
C1i þ aWxðr4P�1Þ=r4P

Wi

n or4P=ðr4P�1Þ

s:t: pC1ixC1i þ pWixWi 6 I4Pi
ð8Þ

max
fxPi ;xOig

xTi ¼ aPx
ðr3�1Þ=r3
Pi þ aOx

ðr3�1Þ=r3
Oi

n or3=ðr3�1Þ

s:t: pPixPi þ pOixOi 6 I3i
ð9Þ
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max
fxLi ;xTig

xAi ¼ aLx
ðr2�1Þ=r2
Li þ aTx

ðr2�1Þ=r2
Ti

n or2=ðr2�1Þ

s:t: pLixLi þ pTixTi 6 I2i
ð10Þ

max
fxGi ;xAig

ui ¼ aGx
ðr1�1Þ=r1
Gi þ aAx

ðr1�1Þ=r1
Ai

n or1=ðr1�1Þ

s:t: pGixGi þ pAixAi 6 Ii
ð11Þ

pC1i and pWi are the prices of car trip and walking trips for everyday
life, respectively. pC2i and pMi are the prices of commuter trips by car
and public transport (yen/trip), respectively. pPi and pOi are the
prices of everyday life and commuter trips, respectively. pTi and
pLi are the prices of transport goods and land, respectively. pGi and
pAi are the prices of general goods and composite goods, respec-
tively. I4Pi and I4Oi are the traffic budget for everyday life trips and
commuter trips (yen/household day). I3i is the transport goods bud-
get (yen/ household day). I2i is the budget of composite goods (yen/
household day). Ii is the income (yen/household day).

By integrating the solutions of five maximization problems, the
optimal demands of general goods (x⁄Gi), demand of land (x⁄Li), and
demand of car trips, the demand of public transport trips, and the
demand of walking trips (x⁄mi) at maximum utility are shown as
Eqs. (12), (13), and (14).

x�Gi ¼
aG

pGi

� �r1 Ii
ar1
G p1�r1

Gi þ ar1
A p1�r1

Ai

ð12Þ

x�Li ¼
aL

pLi

� �r2 Ii
ar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti

1� pGi

ar1
G p1�r1

Gi þ ar1
A p1�r1

Ai

 !
ð13Þ

X�
mi ¼

am

pmi

� �r4k

ar3
k ar2

T ar1
A ðar4k

m p1�r4k
mi þar4k

ni p1�r4k
ni Þ

r4k�r3
1�r4k ar3

P ðar4P
w p1�r4P

wi

n

þar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i Þ1�r3 þar3
O ðar4O

M p1�r4O
Mi þar4o

C2 p1�r4O
C2i Þ1�r3

or3�r2
1�r3 ar2

L p1�r2
L1

n

þar2
T ðar3

P ðar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi þar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i Þ1�r3 þar3
O ðar4O

M p1�r4O
Mi

þar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i Þ1�r3 Þ1�r2
or2�r1

1�r2

(
ar1
G p1�r1

G þar1
A

�
ar2
L p1�r2

L1

þar2
T ar3

P ðar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi þar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i Þ1�r3 þar3
O ðar4O

M p1�r4O
Mi

n

þar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i Þ1�r3
o1�r2

�1�r1
1�r2

9=
;

�1

Ii m¼C1;W;k¼ P;n¼C2;M;

k¼Oorm¼C2;M;k¼O;n¼C1;W ;k¼ P ð14Þ
2.4. Energy estimation function

Energy consumption is estimated based on the demand for
goods. As shown in Eq. (15), E is the total energy consumption of
the region, which is a function of Ei. Ei is defined as the energy con-
sumption of one household per day in zone i. Pi denotes the num-
ber of households in zone i. eG, eL, eC, eW, and eM are the energy
units of general goods, land, car trips, walking trips, and public
transport trips, respectively. Energy units are used to evaluate
the energy needed to consume one unit of goods. tCi, tWi, and tMi

are the trip times for car trips, walking trips, and public transport
trips, respectively. Trip time variables are introduced into the esti-
mation function to reflect the relationship between energy con-
sumption and traffic congestion. xGi, xLi, xCi, xWi, and xMi indicate
the demand for general goods, land, car trips, walking trips, and
public transport trips, respectively.
E ¼
X
i

Ei � Pi

¼
X
i

ðeGxGi þ eLxLi þ eCtCixC1i þ eWtWixWi þ eCtCixC2i

þ eMtMixMiÞ � Pi ð15Þ
2.5. Data and data sources

2.5.1. Primary number of trips (xC1i, xWi, xC2i, xMi)
The primary number of trips for different purposes in zone i is

obtained from the Personal Trip Survey (PTS) in 2010. The PTS is
a person-based travel survey conducted every ten years by the
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MLIT) in Kuma-
moto. The data are aggregated by traffic zone. The number of trips
by car, foot, and public transport for commuting and everyday pur-
poses is calculated as the total number of trips divided by the num-
ber of households.

2.5.2. Trip time of car trips, walking trips, and public transport trips
(tCi, tWi, tMi)

Trip time of car and public transport trips is determined by the
assignment results of car trips and mass transit trips on the Kuma-
moto transport network. Trip time in zone i is the average time for
all trips from zone i to other zones. Trip time of walking trips is cal-
culated by dividing the distance between zones by the walking
speed (5 km/hour). Trip time of walking trips is the average time
of all trips from zone i to other zones.

2.5.3. Price of goods
The price of general goods, pGi, is set to one as a numeraire unit.

The price of composite goods, pAi, is determined by the price of
transport goods and land according to CES functions. The price of
transport goods is influenced by the prices of car trips, walking
trips, and public transport trips. We used the same method to esti-
mate the price of a car trip in both cases of everyday life trips and
commuter trips. The price of a car trip is determined by following
equation: pC1i = [(running fee unit (yen/km vehicle) �minimum
distance from zone i to j (km/trip))]/average number of passengers
(trip/vehicle), pC2i = [(running fee unit (yen/km vehicle) �mini-
mum distance from zone i to j (km/trip))]/average number of pas-
sengers (trip/vehicle). The running fee unit is available from the
data from MLIT, which measures the monetary running cost per
vehicle-kilometer, including fees related to oil, tires, tubes, vehicle
maintenance and vehicle depreciation. The number of passengers
in a car is 1.21 according to MLIT. The price of a mass transit trip
is determined by the public transport fare resulting from trip
assignment. The price of walking trips is set at 1 yen/trip.

2.5.4. The demand of land and price of land
The primary demand of land for each household per day is esti-

mated by dividing the total area of residential land by the number
of households in each zone. The land price of the zone is obtained
by dividing the aggregated land price of the district by the price
ratio of land along main roads in zones. The daily land price pLi
(yen/m2 day) is the result of dividing the land price of the zone
by 12,775 (35 years). It is assumed that households need to pay a
mortgage for the land for 35 years.

2.5.5. Income Ii
It is difficult to obtain income data of households in each zone.

Because a positive relationship between land price and income is
assumed [32–34], the zone’s income ratio is assumed to be equal
to the zonal land price ratio of the main roads. We distribute the
total income for each administrative district among zones



Table 2
Estimation results of parameters in the residential relocation choice model.

Estimate t value

Constant 3.19 8.61
Utility 1.75 � 10�4 3.32
Number of clinics 5.61 � 10�2 4.13
Number of shops 2.70 � 10�3 0.622
Number of supermarkets 0.0871 1.32
Central commercial district (dummy) �5.57 �7.23
Correlation coefficient R 0.60

Table 3
Estimation results of parameters in the utility function.

r1 r2 r3 r4P r4O aG aA aL

0.903 0.942 0.828 1.930 2.150 0.925 0.075 0.793
aT aP aO aG aW aC2 aM

0.207 0.182 0.818 0.992 0.008 0.426 0.574
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according to the land price ratio of the main roads in 2010. The land
price data are available from the Japanese National Tax Agency.

2.5.6. Energy consumption units
The energy consumption unit of general goods, eG (kcal/yen), is

calculated by dividing the energy use in the residential sector by
the general goods expenditure of one household. Except the expen-
diture of transport goods and land, the remaining income is
assumed be spent on general goods. The energy consumption of
land is assumed to be equal to the energy required for constructing
new houses in the zone. The energy consumption unit of land, eL
(kcal/m2), is determined by the demand for new houses and the
operational life of houses. Therefore, eL (kcal/m2) is estimated by
the total energy required for the construction of new houses and
35 years (12,775 days).

The energy consumption units of car and public transport trips
are determined by the running fee unit and trip speed. The running
fee unit (yen/km vehicle) is obtained from MLIT. Energy units for
car and public transport trips are estimated as follows: eC (or eM)
= energy unit of trip distance (kcal/trip min) � average speed
(km/min). According to the study by Matsuo [35], the energy con-
sumption unit for walking trips, eW (kcal/trip min), is set as
0.0556 kcal per trip per minute. All results for the estimated energy
consumption units of goods are shown in Table 1.
3. Results

3.1. Parameter estimation

3.1.1. Parameters in the residential relocation choice model
The parameters in the residential relocation choice model were

estimated based on 2010 PTS data for 177 zones in Kumamoto. The
data were aggregated by traffic zone. Except the number of shops,
all variables show significant influence on the residential reloca-
tion choice (Table 2). The possibility of relocating increases as
the utility level and accessibility of services improve.

3.1.2. Parameters in the utility function
As shown in Table 3, the substitution elasticity between com-

posite goods and general goods, r1, is less than one. The value of
r2 indicates a relatively weak substitution relationship between
land and transport goods. The substitution elasticity between car
trips and public transport trips and between car trips and walking
trips is larger than the substitution elasticity between commuter
trips and everyday life trips. The price strongly influences the traf-
fic mode choice, as suggested by the larger substitution elasticity
values of r4P and r4O.

The share parameter of a indicates the expenditure of goods to
the budget. The value of expenditure share parameter aG is 0.925,
indicating that households spend most of their income on general
goods. Only a small portion of income is used for composite goods,
as shown by the value of 0.075 for aA. Around eighty percent of the
budget for composite goods is used for land, with a value of 0.793
for aL. Comparably, twenty percent of the budget is spent on trans-
port goods, suggested by the value of aT as 0.207. The estimation
result of aO suggests that more than eighty percent of the transport
Table 1
Energy consumption units of goods.

Goods Energy consumption unit

General goods eG (kcal/yen) 3.044
Land eL (kcal/m2) 10.22
Car trip eC (kcal/trip min) 137.653
Public transport trip eM (kcal/trip min) 14.498
Walking trip eW (kcal/trip min) 0.0556
budget is used for commuter trips, compared to eighteen percent
for everyday life trips. The value of aC1 is 0.992, indicating that most
of the trip expenditure for everyday trips is for car trips. However,
the share of car trips decreases to 0.426 for commuter trips. The
expenditure for walking trips is as small as 0.008 because of less
costly and small mode share. For commuter trips, the share of car
trips decreases to 0.426. More than fifty percent of the budget is
spent on public transport trips, shown as the value of aM as 0.574.
3.2. Residential relocation choice and population distribution

The change rates of population in P1-A-10000 and P1-A-5000
are shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b. 1.8% of residents move to desig-
nated zones in the P1-A-10000 policy scenario, compared to
1.01% in P1-A-5000. As shown by Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, more than
1.61 percent of households move into the central urban area in
P1-B-10000 policy scenario. Meanwhile, 1% of households would
like to relocate to the central urban area under P1-B-5000 policy
scenario. The population distribution result of P2 suggests a wide
spread, but not expected strong effect on housing relocation choice
(Fig. 4). The number of households is estimated to increase by 0.1
percent in the designated area in the scenario of P2. P3, which inte-
grates the relocation subsidy policy and suburban residence taxa-
tion policy, is much more effective on attracting households to a
certain area, with increment rate of 2.2 and 1.1 percent for subsi-
dies of 10,000 and 5000, respectively. Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b illustrate
the population change rate in P3-A-10000 and P3-A-5000. Com-
pared to the result of P3-B-10000, P3-A-5000 shows a limited
effect on the rate of population change (Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b).
3.3. Demand for goods

Table 4 presents the estimated demand of goods. The demand
for goods in each policy scenario is compared to the data of the
base year in 2010 by the demand ratio. It is the rate between
demand of goods in scenarios and the demand in the base year.
As shown in Table 4, averaged 6937 units of general goods are con-
sumed by one household in one day. Except the policy scenario of
P2, a slight increasing trend is found for the demand of general
goods in the P1-A, P1-B, P3-B, and P3-A scenarios. Although the
demand of land increases in P1-A and P1-B scenarios, decreased
values are shown in the results of P2, P3-B, and P3-A. The scenarios
also show different effects on demand of trips. Both P3-A and P3-B
show effects on decreasing the number of trips for commuting and
everyday life. However, public transport and walking trips increase
in these two kinds of policy scenarios.



a b 

Fig. 3. (a) Population change rate of P1-B-10,000 and (b) population change rate of P1-B-5000.

a b

Fig. 2. (a) Population change rate of P1-A-10000 and (b) population change rate of P1-A-5000.
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3.4. Energy consumption

The estimated results of energy consumption are shown in
Table 5. A ratio is also used to compare the energy consumption
of scenarios to the energy demand in the base year of 2010. One
household requires 32,800 kcal of energy for one day. Increased
energy consumption is shown in the results of P1-A-10000,
P1-A-5000, P1-B-10000, P1-B-5000, P3-A-10000, and P3-B-5000.
However, P2 shows decreased energy consumption compared to
the data of the base year. This means that taxation policy is helpful
in reducing energy consumption. An average of 25,240 kcal of
energy is estimated for general goods in the base year. There is a
slight increasing trend in the energy consumption for general
goods in all scenarios. The energy for land is estimated to increase
in P1-A-10000, P1-A-5000, P1-B-10000, and P1-B-5000 scenarios.
Conversely, the results of P2, P3-A-10000, P3-A-5000, P3-B-
10000, and P3-B-5000 show decreasing energy for land. Most of
the energy for car trips is for commuter trips. 3755 kcal of energy
is used for commuter trips, compared to 1442 kcal for everyday
trips. The policies of P1-A-10000, P1-B-10000, and P1-B-5000 show
effect on increasing the energy consumption by car trips. However,
the results of P1-A-5000, P2, P3-A, and P3-B suggest a decreasing
trend in energy use for car trips. All scenarios indicate increased
energy for walking trips and public transport trips. Except for
P1-A-5000, an increasing trend of energy consumption for all types
of mode trips is shown in P1-A, P1-B, and P2. All scenarios show a
positive effect on the travel time for car trips, walking trips, and
public transport trips. Except P1-B-10000 and P1-B-5000, trip time
decreases in the results of all scenarios.

4. Discussion

4.1. Residential relocation choice

Three types of policies show effect on residential relocation
choice and population distribution. The subsidy policy influences



Fig. 4. Population change rate of P2.
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Fig. 5. (a) Population change rate of P3-A-10000 and (b) population change rate of P3-A-5000.
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the relocation choice in a positive way by providing subsidy to
households who move to the designated area. The results show
that the subsidy policy has a relatively strong effect on household
relocation choices. Of course, different levels of subsidy show dif-
ferent expected effect on households’ relocation choices. An aver-
age of one percent of the population moves into the area if the
subsidy of 5000 yen per month is provided. While the subsidy pol-
icy of 10,000 would increases two percent of residents who relo-
cate to the designated area. However, tax policy in this study
indicates very limited influence on the rate of population change.
One reason may be the intensity of tax policy is not strong as sub-
sidy policy. One household needs to pay 50 yen per day for living in
zones which locate outside of the designed area. The amount of tax
is much lower than the subsidy, which is 333 yen/day and
166 yen/day. The other reason could be the high income groups
would like to sacrifice the tax and refuse to move into more com-
pact living environment. Although the rate of population change
under the integrated policy is higher than the rate in the subsidy
policy, a lower possibility of relocation is shown in some zones
under the integrated policy, such as urban zones far from the urban
central area. Households in sub-center of the city have low willing-
ness to relocate in the urban central area since the utility level and
accessibility to service in sub-center is not low enough to make the
relocation decision.

4.2. Demand for goods

Households tend to increase their consumption of goods with
the support of subsidy. Moreover, higher subsidy leads to more
consumption. The relocation subsidy policy of P1 shows an
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Fig. 6. (a) Population change rate of P3-B-10000 and (b) population change rate of P3-B-5000.

Table 4
Estimated demand for goods and trip time.

Base
year

P1-A-10000
ratio

P1-A-500
ratio

P1-B-10000
ratio

P1-B-5000
ratio

P2
ratio

P3-A-10000
ratio

P3-A-5,000
ratio

P3-B-10000
ratio

P3-B-5000
ratio

Total expenditure
(yen/day household)

8178 1.010 1.005 1.013 1.006 0.997 1.010 1.005 1.013 1.006

Traffic expenditure
(yen/day household)

187.1 1.005 0.993 1.011 1.004 1.000 1.002 0.988 1.000 1.006

General goods
(yen/day household)

6937 1.010 1.005 1.013 1.006 0.999 1.010 1.005 1.013 1.006

Land (m2/day household) 229.2 1.007 1.004 1.003 1.001 0.975 0.983 0.979 0.979 0.977
Car trips for everyday life

(trip/day household)
0.341 1.003 0.996 1.008 1.002 1.000 0.998 0.986 0.994 1.004

Car trips for commuting
(trip/day household)

0.895 1.001 0.994 1.006 1.001 0.999 0.994 0.979 0.988 1.002

Walking trips
(trip/day household)

0.395 1.012 1.007 1.017 1.009 1.003 1.016 1.012 1.023 1.012

Public transport trips
(trip/day household)

0.120 1.017 1.012 1.026 1.013 1.003 1.024 1.022 1.038 1.017

Table 5
Estimated energy consumption.

Base
year

P1-A-
10000
ratio

P1-A-
5000 ratio

P1-B-
10000
ratio

P1-B-
5000 ratio

P2
ratio

P3-A-
10000
ratio

P3-A-
5000 ratio

P3-B-
10000
ratio

P3-B-
5000 ratio

Total energy consumption
(kcal/day household)

32,800 1.009 0.998 1.013 1.006 0.997 1.005 0.995 1.006 1.003

Energy for general goods
(kcal/day household)

25,240 1.010 1.005 1.013 1.006 1.000 1.01 1.005 1.013 1.006

Energy for land (kcal/day household) 2343 1.008 1.004 1.003 1.002 0.978 0.983 0.979 0.979 0.977
Energy for car trips for everyday life

(kcal/day household)
1442 1.006 0.963 1.021 1.005 0.992 0.993 0.959 0.992 1.002

Energy for car trips for commuter
(kcal/day household)

3775 1.005 0.961 1.02 1.004 0.992 0.989 0.953 0.986 1.001

Energy for walking trips
(kcal/day household)

1.346 1.010 1.006 1.011 1.006 1.004 1.015 1.012 1.019 1.009

Energy for public transport trips
(kcal/day household)

160.7 1.016 1.011 1.022 1.012 1.004 1.024 1.024 1.036 1.015

Time for car trips (min/day household) 31.09 0.996 0.973 1.011 1.002 0.993 0.995 0.978 0.994 0.994
Time for walking trips

(min/day household)
59.08 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.997 0.998

Time for public transport
(min/day household)

102.9 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.997 0.998
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increasing trend of the consumption of general goods, land, and
trips. Of note is that the number of car trips decrease even with
the subsidy of 5000. It indicates that residents would like to spend
extra money on goods rather than on car trips. Households also
adjust the traffic mode choice to maintain the mobility level and
minimize the transport budget. The total traffic expenditure
decreases because part of car trips is substituted by walking and
public transport trips. The suburban residence taxation policy of
P2 shows a negative effect on the expenditure because of lower
income. There is no subsidy for households who relocate to the
designated area. But there is tax for households who refuse to
move. Thus the average income decreases relatively. Households
need to reduce expenditures in case of less income. However, not
all consumption of goods decreases. The consumption of general
goods and car trips for everyday life remains stable even income
decreases. Households who relocate to the dense city center area
need less land for housing. Meanwhile, residents tend to walk
more and use public transport as traffic mode rather than car for
commuter trips. The influence of P3 on demand for goods is com-
plex because of a combination of subsidy policy and tax policy. On
one hand, the demand of general goods increases due to the sub-
sidy. On the other hand, P3 shows an effect of reducing the demand
for land due to the effect of the suburban residence taxation policy.
P3 also has influence on the traffic mode share. The demand of car
trips decreases. However, the demand for public transport and
walking trips increases. The possibility of choosing walking and
public transport as transport modes increases in a compact living
environment as more households locate in the dense designated
area.

4.3. Energy consumption

Subsidy policy has a positive effect on energy consumption.
With the support of the subsidy, households could spend more
money on goods, contributing to more energy consumption.
Although trip time of walking and public transport decreases in
all subsidy policy scenarios of P1, the energy use of walking trips
and public transport trips increase because of increased demand
of such trips. Therefore, total energy consumption in P1 scenarios
increased except P1-A-5000. Although dense living environment
is helpful for decreasing trip distance and reducing trip time, the
effect on energy saving is offset by more consumption of general
goods and land. Low level of subsidy encourages consumption of
goods, but the effect on energy consumption is limited. Energy sav-
ings by shorter trip time outweigh the increased energy use for
more consumption of goods. This may explain the lower total
energy consumption of P1-A-5000. However, the outcome is differ-
ent in the case of P1-B-5000 scenario, in which the population is
supposed to be concentrated in a circle with a radius of 4 km from
the city center. With more and more residents concentrated in the
city center, more and severe traffic congestions are expected in
such an urban structure. Trip time of car trips increases by 1.1%
and 0.2% in P1-B-10000 and P1-B-5000, respectively.

Suburban residence taxation policy shows a relatively strong
effect on energy reduction. This could be explained by the follow-
ing reasons. First, the average income decreases due to the tax.
Therefore, residents reduce the expenditure thus consumption of
goods. Secondly, residents adjust the expenditure share of goods
to maximize the utility, which is helpful to decrease energy con-
sumption. The energy used for general goods remains stable. The
consumption of energy-intensive goods, such as land and car trips,
decreases. Increased walking trips and public transport trips attri-
bute to less energy consumption. Lastly, reduced trip time
decreases the energy consumption. Some households would relo-
cate their homes to a dense designated area, which encourages
shorter trip distance and less trip time.
With a combination of relocation subsidy and suburban resi-
dence taxation policy, P3 shows a medium effect on energy con-
sumption, neither as high as P1, nor low as P2. Except P3-A-
5000, energy consumption increases in all scenarios of P3. On
one hand, the relocation subsidy increases the consumption of
goods. On the other hand, the suburban residence taxation policy
means that households who refuse to move to a certain area have
to sacrifice part of their consumption because of the tax. The two
opposite influence directions lead to a medium increase in energy
consumption. Of note is that the energy for land is reduced in all
scenarios of P3. Households tend to choose a dense living environ-
ment, which leads to less land consumption at average. Moreover,
traffic conditions are much more convenient because there are
fewer trips. This leads to shorter trip times, resulting in less energy
consumption for car trips.
5. Conclusion

To investigate the effect of housing relocation policy on energy
consumption, this study simulated the consumption behaviors of
households under scenarios of subsidy policy and taxation policy
in Kumamoto. Residential relocation choice behavior and con-
sumption behaviors were estimated through modeling. A function
was also introduced to calculate the energy consumption based on
estimated behaviors and demand of goods. The simulation results
in the Kumamoto metropolitan region show four major findings.
First, both subsidy policy and suburban residence taxation policy
influence household consumption behaviors and energy consump-
tion. Second, subsidy policies show effects on household relocation
choice, attracting households to the designated area. However,
more general goods and more energy consumption were found in
most subsidy scenarios. Third, suburban residence taxation policy
showed a relatively strong effect on energy reduction due to less
consumption of car trips and land, and shorter trip time. But it
shows a very limited effect on housing relocation choice. Finally,
compared to subsidy policy alone, the integrated policy of subsidy
and suburban residence taxation showed less effect on energy con-
sumption. The incensement rate was lower.

The study provides deep insights into consumption behaviors
and energy use of households at the zone scale, and included a
holistic perspective on the impact of relocation policies. It extends
the concept of compact development analysis to a very small
aggregated level and then compares the effect of three types of
housing relocation policies in Kumamoto. To the authors’ knowl-
edge, there are no other models that attempted to quantify con-
sumption of goods and energy use for a household at the zone
scale as this work. The methodology of this paper evaluates the
effect of urban relocation polices on energy consumption through
personal consumption behaviors from a new viewpoint. Unlike
previous studies which have taken a limited view of housing relo-
cation choice behaviors, this study focuses not only on housing
relocation choice behaviors but also on consumption behaviors
from a microeconomic viewpoint. Energy consumption is also esti-
mated to give a clear idea of the environmental outcome of poli-
cies. The study provides a context for evaluating the impacts of
housing relocation policies on relocation choice behaviors and con-
sumption behaviors. And it also allows a more quantitative com-
parison of energy use across different relocation policy scenarios.
Analysis results could not only give suggestions for urban planners
in Kumamoto, but also expand the field of analysis tool of policy
making for governments aiming for dense housing relocation.

Most planning policies in advanced countries aim to develop a
more sustainable urban development pattern of compact cities.
However, the reality of declining populations in the city center
and an increasing share of household in lower-density locations
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outside the central areas of cities makes achieving compact devel-
opment challenging. Despite the general trend toward urban
sprawl, in recent times, many cities have made policies which
aim to attract households back into the central area by subsidies
or tax. Although this is a good starting point for compact develop-
ment, questions that related to the environmental outcome and
behavior implications of such policies still remain. Policymakers
need to consider not just the attraction of high density policies
but also the environmental impacts of the residential communities
they choose. Our paper provided deeper understanding of con-
sumption behaviors and energy use in the context of Kumamoto
at a micro level, and give suggestions for the successful implemen-
tation of housing relocation policies toward compact development
at Kumamoto.

Based on the findings of this study, there are three implications
for the future policy making for compact development. First, resi-
dents would benefit from the subsidy policy through more goods
and a better social life. However, the amount of subsidy should
be carefully considered. Different subsidy levels show different
effects on energy consumption. Change of consumption behaviors
could save energy in a dense environment. But meanwhile the
amount of consumption would increase due to the subsidy. The
energy consumption of the whole city may increase because of
more goods consumption. Moreover, the government should have
a clear idea of the origin of subsidy and distribution of subsidy
since they are important issues of the society. Second, it needs to
think twice when make suburban residence taxation policy.
Although it is found to be effective on reducing energy consump-
tion, it is such a kind of punishment policy that could not be
accepted easily by households. Finally, beyond money incentives
such as a subsidy or tax, there is a significant role for urban plan-
ners to improve the design of the dwelling unit to provide residen-
tial environments that are suitable throughout all stages of an
individual’s life. This could increase the attractiveness of the dense
living areas in the city center because it could improve the stability
and quality of life experienced in these areas. All three points
would benefit future academic study by deeply investigating on
the relationship between consumption behaviors, energy use,
and relocation choice behaviors. Useful findings could be driven
form to give suggestions for urban planners, transport planner,
and energy saving policy making that toward to compact
development.
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Appendix A

Four steps are included in the solution process. At first, the
maximum problem of everyday life trips for car trips and public
transport trips is shown as Eq. (A1), and the maximum problem
of commuter trips for car trips and walking trips is shown as
Eq. (A2):

max
fxC1i ;xWig

xPi ¼ aC1x
ðr4P�1Þ=r4P
C1i þ aWxðr4P�1Þ=r4P

Wi

n or4P=ðr4P�1Þ

s:t: pC1ixC1i þ pWixWi 6 I4Pi
ðA1Þ
max
fxC2i ;xMig

xOi ¼ aC2x
ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
C2i þ aMx

ðr4O�1Þ=r4O
Mi

n or4O=ðr4O�1Þ

s:t: pC2ixC2i þ pMixMi 6 I4Oi
ðA2Þ

Using Lagrangian method, the solutions of Eqs. (A1) and (A2) are
shown as Eqs. (A3) and (A4):

xmi ¼ am

pmi

� �r4P I4Pi
ar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i þ ar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi

ðm ¼ C1;WÞ ðA3Þ

xni ¼ an

pni

� �r4O I4Oi
ar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i þ ar4O
M p1�r4O

Mi

ðn ¼ C2;MÞ ðA4Þ

The maximum demand of everyday life trips (x⁄Pi) and maximum
demand of commuter trips (x⁄Oi) are shown as Eqs. (A5) and (A6):

x�Pi ¼ ðar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i þ ar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi Þ1=ðr4P�1Þ � I4Pi ðA5Þ

x�Oi ¼ ðar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i þ ar4O
M p1�r4O

Mi Þ1=ðr4O�1Þ � I4Oi ðA6Þ
Thus the price of everyday life trips (pPi) and the price com-

muter trips (pOi) are shown as Eqs. (A7) and (A8):

pPi ¼ ðar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i þ ar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi Þ1=ð1�r4P Þ ðA7Þ

pOi ¼ ðar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i þ ar4O
M p1�r4O

Mi Þ1=ð1�r4OÞ ðA8Þ
At the second stage, the maximum problem for the demand of

transport goods is solved (Eq. (A9)).

max
fxPi ;xOig

xTi ¼ aPx
ðr3�1Þ=r3
Pi þ aOx

ðr3�1Þ=r3
Oi

n or3=ðr3�1Þ

s:t: pPixPi þ pOixOi 6 I3i
ðA9Þ

The solution of Eq. (A9) is shown as Eq. (A10)

x�ai ¼
aa

pai

� �r3 I3i
ar3
P p1�r3

Pi þ ar3
O p1�r3

Oi

ða ¼ O; PÞ ðA10Þ

The maximum demand of transport goods (x⁄Ti) is shown as Eq.
(A11).

x�Ti ¼ ðar3
P p1�r3

Pi þ ar3
O p1�r3

Oi Þ1=ðr3�1Þ � I3i ðA11Þ
Thus the price of transport goods (pTi) is shown as Eq. (A12).

pTi ¼ ðar3
P p1�r3

Pi þ ar3
O p1�r3

Oi Þ1=ð1�r3Þ ðA12Þ
At the third stage, the maximum problem for the demand of

composite goods is solved (Eq. (A13)).

max
fxLi ;xTig

xAi ¼ aLx
ðr2�1Þ=r2
Li þ aTx

ðr2�1Þ=r2
Ti

n or2=ðr2�1Þ

s:t: pLixLi þ pTixTi 6 I2i
ðA13Þ

The solution of Eq. (A13) is shown as Eq. (A14).

xhi ¼ ah

phi

� �r2 I2i
ar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti

ðh ¼ L; TÞ ðA14Þ

The maximum demand of composite goods (x⁄Ai) is shown as Eq.
(A15).

x�Ai ¼ ðar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti Þ1=ðr2�1Þ � I2i ðA15Þ
Thus the price of composite goods (pAi) is shown as Eq. (A16).

pAi ¼ ðar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti Þ1=ð1�r2Þ ðA16Þ

At the fourth stage, the maximum problem for the utility is
solved (Eq. (A17)).
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max
fxGi ;xAig

ui ¼ aGx
ðr1�1Þ=r1
G þ aAx

ðr1�1Þ=r1
Ai

n or1=ðr1�1Þ

s:t: pGixGi þ pAixAi 6 Ii
ðA17Þ

The solution of Eq. (A17) is shown as Eq. (A18).

xli ¼ al

pli

� �r1 Ii
ar1
G p1�r1

Gi þ ar1
A p1�r1

Ai

ðl ¼ A;GÞ ðA18Þ

The maximum utility (u⁄i ) is shown as Eq. (A19).

u�
i ¼ ðar1

G p1�r1
Gi þ ar1

A p1�r1
Ai Þ1=ðr1�1Þ � Ii ðA19Þ

By integrating the solutions of five maximization problems at
four stages, the final optimal demands of general goods (x⁄Gi), opti-
mal demand of land (x⁄Li), and optimal demand of car trips, public
transport trips, and walking trips (x⁄mi) at maximum utility are
shown as Eqs. (A20), (A21) and (A22).

x�Gi ¼
aG

pGi

� �r1 Ii
ar1
G p1�r1

Gi þ ar1
A p1�r1

Ai

ðA20Þ

x�Li ¼
aL

pLi

� �r2 I2i
ar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti

¼ aL

pLi

� �r2 Ii
ar2
L p1�r2

Li þ ar2
T p1�r2

Ti

1� pGi

ar1
G p1�r1

Gi þ ar1
A p1�r1

Ai

 !
ðA21Þ

X�
mi ¼

am

pmi

� �r4k

ar3
k ar2

T ar1
A ðar4k

m p1�r4k
mi þar4k

ni p1�r4k
ni Þ

r4k�r3
1�r4k ar3

P ðar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi

n

þar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i Þ1�r3 þar3
O ðar4O

M p1�r4O
Mi þar4O

C2 p1�r4O
C2i Þ1�r3

or3�r2
1�r3 ar2

L p1�r2
L1

n
þar2

T ðar3
P ðar4P

W p1�r4P
Wi þar4P

C1 p1�r4P
C1i Þ1�r3 þar3

o ðar4O
M p1�r4O

Mi

þar4O
C2 p1�r4O

C2i Þ1�r3 Þ1�r2
or2�r1

1�r2

(
ar1
G p1�r1

G þar1
A ar2

L p1�r2
L1

n

þar2
T ar3

P ðar4P
W p1�r4P

Wi þar4P
C1 p1�r4P

C1i Þ1�r3
n

þar3
O ðar4O

M p1�r4O
Mi þar4O

C2 p1�r4O
C2i Þ1�r3

o1�r2
�1�r1

1�r2

9=
;

�1

Ii

m¼ C1;W ;k¼ P;n¼C2;M;k¼O or m¼ C2;M;k¼O;n¼C1;W;k¼ P

ðA22Þ
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